ELECTION NIGHT: TRACKING THE ELECTION

DIRECTIONS: Watch the election returns as late as you can but, at least, from 8:00 pm to 9 pm. Use the map above to track the election. Color in each state to show which party’s candidate won the state’s electoral votes. Use RED for states the media is calling a TRUMP WIN based on exit polls or etc., and BLUE for states the media is calling an CLINTON WIN. Don’t forget to color in the COLOR KEY above and to fill-in the ELECTORAL VOTE TOTALS below. Remember – this year’s election may not be decided until very late or even for days afterward so don’t stay up too late.

ELECTORAL VOTE TOTALS:  
CLINTON: _______________,  
TRUMP: _______________.  
AND THE WINNER IS: __________________________

COLOR KEY
CLINTON (BLUE)  
TRUMP (RED)  

270 Electoral Votes Needed To Win  
COLOR ME IN!